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Not Exactly As Advertised – How An Antivaxx/Conservative Alli
ance Is Organizing To Take Over B.C. School Boards Part 4

   

#UNITEDINDEPENDENTS In The Cowichan Valley In Vancouver Island’s Cowichan Valley a slate of three is
running for positions on the North Cowichan council.  Unlike Peoples Council Surrey and VIVA Victoria,
their focus is on local bread and butter issues.  At least, that’s their public focus. Their unspoken interests
don’t show up in the campaign literature, and to say they’re a bit further out there would be a significant...
read more »
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Building A Base To Seize Local Power The honking from the Ottawa convoy had barely subsided when
Marcus Anthony Ray began crisscrossing British Columbia, drumming up support for a project we now see
unfolding across the province.  Ray (a professional public speaker, ex-Mountie, ex-male stripper and now
sovereign citizen activist) was pitching a simple message: the antivaxx movement needed to build on the
tremendous dynamism the January convoy had... read more »
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Brian Dominick is one of the Parents Voice BC candidates running for school trustee in Maple Ridge - Pitt
Meadows.   His parent organization has advised its 28 candidates across B.C. to make sure there is nothing
embarrassing on their social media accounts.  And Dominick complied. westcoastfreeedom used to be
Dominick's Instagram account until he deleted it on September 1st. Two days later he shut down his
Facebook page... read more »
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On the surface, Brian Dominick’s a pretty vanilla guy.  He’s running for election to the Maple Ridge-Pitt
Meadows school board in the October 15 municipal elections on a program that seems anything but
controversial.  His campaign ad stresses that the school board’s main task is “providing [children] with
knowledge, tools and confidence to succeed” and that his role of trustee is to “represent parents...
read more »

… Will Break My Bones - Anti-fascism & Free Speech, Part 2
   

What is Free Speech and what is it good for? English
political philosopher John Stuart Mill in his oft-cited
book On Liberty used the phrase “the marketplace
of ideas”. It is a metaphor that compares the
competition of contending opinions in the public
square with the competition between commodities
in the market. An evocative imagery that quite deliberately – and as we saw in Part 1, falsely – connects
the development of... read more »
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Within the ongoing hub-bub of public discourse, debate over speech persists like a constant hum; in the
past few years often focused on the alleged impact of so-called “Cancel Culture”. This is a theme not just
of conservatives – from the far right to more mainstream voices in both the US and Canada – but in the
opinion columns of media heavyweights such as the Globe & Mail.More recently the conversation around
free speech... read more »

Convoys and Cops: the Vancouver Experience
   

On Saturday March 5 another far-right vehicle convoy invaded downtown Vancouver with horns honking
and flags waving. Around 50 vehicles with around 100 individual supporters of Stand United touted
conspiracy theories and railed against “Fake News” outside the CBC headquarters. It was smaller than
previous convoys as the movement appears to be split. A larger convoy of around 100 vehicles left
Langley at 9:30 am – an hour earlier... read more »

COPS AND CONVOYISTAS – A MATCH MADE IN HELL
   

Cops like fascists (*).  This is hardly rocket science.  But the thin blue line’s infatuation with the far right has
gotten so far gone that even the mainstream media can’t ignore it any more.  As the occupation of Ottawa
dragged on with little to no law enforcement from law enforcement, the Ottawa Citizen’s op-ed
complaints of police inaction were replaced by editorial board condemnations of the Ottawa Police for...
read more »

Preliminary Lessons of the Convoy Movement
   

Over the coming months – and years – there will be much discussion, debate, perhaps even official
inquiries, regarding the far-right occupation of Ottawa by the so-called “truckers convoy” and associated
border blockades. As well, we should not forget smaller and limited duration copycat convoys in multiple
urban centers that have occurred or are planned. However, it is not too soon to consider some important
conclusions from... read more »
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Unions Under Attack
   

In Australia, a mob of 2,000 of antivaxxers and
fascists attacked the Melbourne office of the
Construction, Forestry, Maritime, Mining and Energy
Union (CFMEU) on September 21. 2021. They
trashed the outside of the building, threw bottles at
the union secretary and battled riot police. In Rome,
an... read more »
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The office of the Italian union CGIL which was attacked by far-right demonstrators on October 9 
Photo: Giuseppe Binetti (@Joe_Binetti)
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